
Creative project draws on

talents of hospitalized kids

 

For four days in November 2003, children receiving treatment for burns and orthopaedic conditions at Shriners

Hospital for Children in Los Angeles were busy painting.

Shriners patients created graphic panels with flower-themed designs that would be used to decorate a vintage DC-3

airplane. The plane, which would showcase the patients’ artistic endeavors, was one of only 100 airplanes selected to

participate in a commemoration of the Wright brothers’ historic achievement, held in December in Kitty Hawk, N. C.

Brothers Ed and Bernie Massey, co-founders of Portraits of Hope in Santa Monica, created this project. The nonprofit 
organization develops creative programs designed to ease the pain, isolation and fear that hospitalized children may 
experience, especially during the often challenging recovery and rehabilitation period.

The symbol of the Portraits of Hope program is a flower in an array of vibrant colors because flowers, recognized as 

the universal icon of joy, life, beauty, hope, inspiration and healing, dramatically depict the message of Portraits of Hope.

"This has been a wonderful project for the children to participate in," said G. Frank LaBonte, hospital administrator. 

"Their efforts and joy were demonstrated in their painting of the appliqués. It was wonderful to see the smiles on 

their faces and their sense of accomplishment."

When the artistic endeavor was completed, the vintage DC-3 was completely wrapped in a flower-themed motif

created by young patients of the Los Angeles and Chicago Shriners Hospitals for Children and other hospitals from

across the U.S.

Even though many of the Shriners patients use wheelchairs and prosthetic devices, they were able to participate.

Portraits of Hope staff and volunteers have thought of everything. According to their website, "In order to facilitate

the diverse needs of the program’s participants, specially designed painting brushes and tools have been developed,

including the telescope paintbrush for people in wheelchairs, the ‘shoe-paintbrush’ (U.S. Patent) for those who are

unable to manipulate a paintbrush with their hands, and the fruit-flavored mouth paintbrush for those who cannot use

their arms or feet."

It took 400 man-hours to install the painted flowers onto the airplane. All in all, it took 10,000 square feet of painting

to complete the project. Avery Dennison Corp. of Pasadena donated the pressure-sensitive material used for the

panels. The company donated 6,000 linear feet of graphics materials to Portraits of Hope in support of its national

plane decoration project.

More than 2,000 children, families and staff participated in this amazing project.

For more information on the Shriners’ network of 22 hospitals that provide medical care and services free of charge

to children with orthopaedic problems, burns and spinal cord injuries, write to Shriners International Headquarters,

Public Relations Dept., 2900 Rocky Point Dr., Tampa, FL 33607 or visit www.shrinershq.org. Treatment is provided

to children under age 18 without regard to race, religion or relationship to a Shriner.

If you know a child that Shriners can help, call (800) 237-5055.
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